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ATTENDANCE this academic year



ATTENDANCE- 2021

ALL: 96.54% (National 95.2% for primary schools)

Boys: 96.98% Girls: 96.09%

PP: 95.55% SEND: 96.41%

Exclusions: 2 (1 x Y6 Autumn term 1; 1 x Y4 Summer term 5)



DATA AND ASSESSMENT





BOOSTER AND CATCH UP PROGRAMMES- slide from 

previous meeting



CURRICULUM



RAP- CURRICULUM SKILLS



RAP- MATHS



RAP- MATHS

Key areas: 

TRAINING for staff on Mastery Maths- for all staff
Variation and fluency

PLANNING Mastery lessons- small chunks

MODELLING Maths Lessons- by Maths Leads/consultants

PEER OBSERVATIONS of lessons- in Key Phase groups

RESOURCES- what do we need?



BOOK SCRUTINY



Key Observations:

What is working well?
- There is generally well-matched 

outcomes across key phase classes 
(eg in Year 5/6, Year 1);

- The is progress evident in all classes. 
In the best examples, this is significant 
(despite Lockdown/Covid);
- R   Y1   Y2   Y3   Y4   Y5   Y6

- Coverage of topics across the school 
are broad and stimulate good 
writing outcomes;

- Writing stamina is increasing, 
although it is hard developing this 
after the Lockdown break;

What is working well?
- Handwriting is improving and in the 

best examples is joined, fluent and 
consistent;

- Vocabulary choices become more 
mature as the children progress up the 
school (as we would expect);

- The technical elements of writing is 
taught well and children are trying to 
apply these skills to their own writing;

- Teacher assessment is secure- in best 
practice it is very precise and offers 
some excellent next step guidance;

- There are some examples of peer 
assessment.

Work scrutiny/Progress.pdf
Work scrutiny/Coverage.pdf
Work scrutiny/Progress.pdf


Key Observations:

What do we need to do better?
- Ensure that books remain neat and presentable- the routines for setting out 

the page (date/title, underlined) to start an activity needs to be more consistently 
applied. Worksheets should be stuck in with care;

- Some classes are routinely using Purple Pen (pupil self editing colour) for 
correcting spellings or self-marking ‘closed’ tasks. Some also use it to edit 
their writing to improve its content. Some classes do not use it at all. Are we 
going to use this to peer assess? There needs to be consistency.

- Pink pen markers for teachers are used in a lot of classes, but not all. Again, are 
we using them- if so everyone needs to.

- We have a lot of very good practice across the school. We need to give teachers 
the chance to share their pupil books now that Covid routines seem to be 
changing (a little).





Education and Welfare 

Number of pupils on the schools monitoring register: 49

On a Child Protection plan: 3 (4 ‘stepped down’ to CIN)    LAC: 1

Recognised as Child in Need: 2 (4 have 'stepped down' from CIN)

Having Tier 3 (FIS) support: 2

Supported with a TAC: 5

CSC INVOLVEMENT: 7

Police logs: 4 (2 from one family; CSC involved in assessment)

SAFEGUARDING- COVID UPDATE



HEALTH AND SAFETY UPDATE- SUMMER TERM 2021

EQUIPMENT 
INJURIES

PLAYGROUND 
INJURIES

INSIDE

FS 1 (BRIDGE)
1 (PLAY EQUIPMENT)

26 2

KS1 5 (TRAIL)
2 (PLAY EQUIPMENT)

19 2

KS2 2 (PLAY EQUIPMENT) 9 5
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